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Abstract: 

Information Retrieval is one of the hardest jobs that had to be efficiently done. There are many methods and various algorithms 

are used to do this but still we are not been able to get the best of results. Relevance Feedback mechanism plays an important role 

in IR. To search among a large set of data in  order to find an optimum one we need some dynamic and at  the same time efficient 

and simple strategies has to be developed. Adaptive learning and collaborative filtering can make a huge difference in this 

particular field. In this rein format ion retrieval of the required data can be made more efficient and relevant. Along with this 

instead of using normal filtering algorithms we have to move on to more flexib le strategy we  can use adaptive learn ing due to 

technology advancements that made it easier to implement. 

 

Index terms: Relevance Feedback, Information Retrieval, Query Processing, Collaborative filtering, Adaptive Learning, 

Similarity value, Identical ID, Dynamic update 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Information retrieval primarily involves the following steps 

obtaining the input as a query, Query  expansion, Searching, 

Retrieving. But here the actual phases in which our Sys tem has 

to be more efficient. Those are Query Transformation and 

Searching.  Query Transformation needs more than just the 

user given query to process . It actually requires histories of 

that user and also lots of various other details but we can’t 

actually pick random data to perform this process. It needs 

some operations to be done to find that Informat ion. The next  

hard job is searching the information among billions of data 

that we have worldwide. Due to this the main key that we have 

is to find a way to perform an in itial filter to limit the amount 

of data among which we have to perform our search. But we 

should not compromise on accuracy of our system in doing 

this. In order to do these things we can move to concepts like 

Collaborative Filtering and Adaptive Learning but we have to 

overcome few implementation issues which can make this 

system more complex. In order to overcome we can use a 

concept called IID. Which mainly involves with Collaborative 

Filtering? 

 

II. LITERATURE S URVEY 

 

Title: Relevance Feedback Algorithms Inspired By Quantum 

Detection 

Author(s): Massimo Melucci 

Here describes about the concepts of Relavance feedback 

Algorithms in order to make the efficient retrival o f documents 

based on the user’s  needs by ranking  the documents .It also 

includes quantum detection mechanisms to make it more 

accurate on quantum probability and relavence 

 

Title: A novel model of selecting high quality pseudo-

relevance feedback documents using classification approach 

for query expansion 

 

Author(s); Jagendra Singh, Aditi Sharan  

This paper proposes the retrival of highly ranked documents  

which uses the machine learning method to retrieve the set of 

good feedback document by improving effect ive Query  

Expansion. 

 

Title: Improving similar document retrieval using a recursive 

pseudo relevance feedback strategy 

 

Author(s): Kyle Williams, C.Lee Giles 

This proposal revels the recursive pseudo relevance feedback 

strategy to make the search effective for similarity search. The 

similarity search boosts the collaborative filtering concept to 

be followed for further implementation .Based on the similar  

search of contents and the ratings to be given helps the users to 

pick the highly ranked documents. 

 

Title: Automat ic Recommendations for E-learn ing 

personalization Based on Web page Mining Techniques and 

Information Retieval 

 

Author(s): Mohamed Koutheair, Khrib i, Mohamed  jemi 

This paper proposes about the e-learming mechanis m by 

personalization .The personalization concepts helps in 

researchs and the educational platforms for leaming but still 

there are some d isadvantages yet. Here aimed  to exp loit  the 

automatic recommendations and to find similarities and 

dissimilarit ies among the users. 

 

Title: A web page usage mining based recommendation model 

for learning management systems 

 

Author(s):A.Anitha, N.Krishnan 

In this web based learning management a vast volume of 

learning contents can be retived by the users. And It will be a 

very tough job for an individual to learn  all the contents which  

are being retrived. In order to overcome this it encourages 

recommender system of web based for users of varied skills 

and interests. The main goal is to make more accurate 

recommendations and reduce the space complexity. 
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Topic: An Implementation of the User-based Collaborative  

Filtering Algorithm 

 

Author(s):Maddali Surendra Prasad Babu, Boddu Raja Sarath 

Kumar 

This paper describes about the collaborative fi ltering 

algorithms. By using these user based collaborative filtering 

algorithms to filter the documents that will be very much 

relevant and appropriate to the similar and like_ minded users. 

 

Collaborative Filtering  

Collaborative filtering can simply be defined as using other 

users history who are having a higher similarity with the 

currently considered user and by using that coming up with 

better results for the current user when we don’t have enough 

Information about that user’s preferences regarding that 

particular field of information. 

It mainly has three types of factors via which it can be 

achieved 

1. Inter user similarity  

2. Inter item similarity 

3. User item rat ing 

 

Inter user Similarity 

In this we can actually calculate the similarity between users 

by using their interests. When the Similarity value is higher we 

can actually have them in the same cluster of users so that we 

can use each other’s  interests to satisfy each other 

 

Inter Item similarity 

This is almost similar to Inter user Similarity but in this instead 

of find ing similarity between users we find similarity between 

items. Here we actually  take an item and then we just have a 

look on who are all having interest on that item and who are all 

using that. By using this Information we could actually find to 

whom we can recommend this item. 

 

User Item rating  

This is a simple and efficient way to find out what are all the 

top items or contents that people are interested in. In this 

people actually rate an item whenever they use it. By using 

those feedbacks from all the users we can actually figure out 

what kind of value that item holds. If an item is rated higher 

then among that category it will gain a higher preference to be 

shown as a top result. 

 

Implementation of IID based CF 

IID can be expanded as Identical Identification. We can find 

similarities using their histories but along with we need some 

more information in a precised way. To do this we can 

maintain an ID for every user but contrasting this ID won’t be 

unique it will be similar for many users.  

 

IID 

IID will have majorly 8 to 15 fields in which basic details 

about every users can be denoted. 

Each field  will hold  a number which  will indicate his basic 

details. 

Ex: Sid->10221022 

Consider that above Id as an example in that the first integer 1 

indicates his gender. 

0->MALE 

1->FEMALE  

By this we can actually find that that Id is of a female. Like 

that it denotes his profession, Field of interest, age group, 

nationality hence we can use it  an easier way  to put him in a 

cluster without any harder calculations to do.  

 

Adaptive learning  

Adaptive learning is a concept that is mainly used in Artificial 

Intelligence. The main motive of adaptive learning is to find 

what are the recommendations or suggestions that we can 

make by evaluating his activities. In this we can actually keep  

track of users and evaluate their activit ies. Based on the range 

of value that a user possesses. In this  the user will be treated 

separately and it will mainly focus on that particular user and 

not his cluster members. The main reason for adding this is to 

identify those unique behaviors of users and make the system 

act according to that. 

 

Architecture diagram 

Universatile Learning Engine depicts the flexib le dynamic and 

easier way of retriev ing informat ion from the database. The 

architecture actually has components such as user , database , 

search engine consisting of mechanics Collaborative filtering 

and adaptive learning. In itial process is user giving a query and 

then query transformat ion process will be carried out and after 

that the expanded query will be sent to the engine. After that 

Collaborative filtering algorithm will be implemented and user 

cluster will be found out and after that Searching process will 

be carried out and in this phase only those users in that cluster 

will be considered and given priority to rank various items 

present in that.  Normally CF will be applied once the query 

has been expanded and after that the obatained results will be 

taken to another phase and in that the process of re-ranking 

will be carried out and finally that will be shown as a result. 

This is the basic operations that are carried out in the sys tem of 

Universatile  Learning Engine.  

 

 

 
Figure.1. Architecture diagram 
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Problem Defini tion 

Using normal mechanics of Information retrieval won’t  

produce good results in all the scenarios. Information Retrieval 

not only belongs to Commercial Web search Engines. There 

are many specific uses like in a library, in an office, in an 

university or a school or a college. Like this there are various 

places in which we are in need of better retrieval mechanics. 

The main  problem is the Query  ambiguity and result 

mis matching with user’s field of interest. The amount of users 

exists and existing algorithm’s in efficiency to handle all of 

them are actually not good. The main problems that in this 

paper we are going to analyze and come up with better 

solutions are handling user’s  preferences, maintaining clusters 

of users in such a way that no user will be in a mis matching 

group, dynamic updates and required actions that needed to 

follow that.  

 

III. ALGORITHM 

 

1. Finding an Optimal Cluster for a user 

In this algorithm the major process performed is calculating an  

IID for every user and using that IID to place him in any of the 

matching cluster. Init ially there are two important packet of 

informat ion needed. User profile and User history. By using 

these informat ion we can actually generate an ID by using 

Generate() function.  By using those details we can generate 

and IID. Once the IID has been calculated that IID will be 

compared with all the clusters that are availab le. The actual 

process is carried out in this way and from every cluster a 

sample of users are taken from   every cluster and then by 

comparing them we can actually figure out to which that user 

is present.    

 

Data:   user ID UID ,  UserDataUD,    User DataBase 

Udb,        User HistoryUH, 

               nTotal Number of groups. 

Result: SIDID representing Similarity, SG Similarity 

Group for SID 

Select a UserID UID from  UDB 

Obtain User Data UD  

Obtain User History UH 

For all GI, i0 to n do 

             SidGenerate(UD,UH) 

              If match(SID,GID) 

              Add(SID,Gi) 

              SGGI  

Return SG  The group SID is added 

End   

 

2. Updating IID of a user 

In this algorithm every user’s IID will be updated periodically  

so that we could find  a better cluster if required. This can be 

done by updating that user’s IID and then calling the cluster 

finder to find a next  cluster if the changes are not considerably 

higher than that user will actually  be placed in the old cluster 

itself and there will be no need of a newer cluster to work out. 

 

Data:   user ID UID,  UserDataUD,    User DataBaseUdb,        

User HistoryUH, 

               nTotal Number of groups. 

 

Result: SIDID representing Similarity, SG Similarity 

Group for SID 

Selct UID ID of an user with mismatching interests 

  Obtain SID Similarity Id o f a user 

      Obtain URH User recent History 

SID Generate (UID,URH) 

For I0 to n do 

               If match (SID,GID) 

              Add (SID,Gi) 

              SGGI  

Return SG  The group SID is added 

End 

 

IV. CONCLUS ION 

 

We projected various the ideal implementations to implement 

Collaborative filtering. We successfully managed to developed 

inter user based filtering along with Adaptive learning. We set 

up a basic system implementing these concepts so that it can 

be achieved effectively. We proved the consistency of 

algorithm in various scenarios by giving different type of 

queries to the system. The flexibility of algorithm is better 

when compared with other algorithms. The developed system 

mainly holds these qualities such as flexib ility, dynamic 

nature, Consistency, Less complexity when it  was put under 

various minor tests. It is mainly implemented in the field of 

education to exp loit its advantages in a better way. And to 

showcase its   
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